New American Makers

Information Call: 695-2904

Thursday: 7 pm
Opera Plaza Cinema
601 Van Ness Ave
San Francisco

January 19

Admission: by Donation
Members: Free

CO-SPONSORED WITH CAPP ST. PROJECT

Meet the Artists

Video installation artists Daniel Reeves, Tony Labai and Alan Roth will present slides and videos of their installation works. They will discuss their works' relation to sculpture and performance and address issues, challenging them today. Valerie See will moderate this round table discussion with artists and audience members.

Images of Art and Technology

This program features pioneers in image processing including, Steina screening "Lilith" which uses local plane shifts and frame grabbing to enthrall our gaze and "Vocalizations One" utilizing an interactive device that allows the voice to pass secondary video images into a primary one; Woody Vasulka presents "The Art of Memory" in a highly complex meditation on the violent events that have ushered in the atomic age. Historical images are set against the barren and monumental Southwestern landscape for this electronic opera; and Stephen Beck presents "Animus" an early experimental video utilizing image processing technologies. Louise Levine will moderate a discussion with the artists about their works following the screening.

January 12

Admission: $5.00 General
$4.00 Members

With A Little Help From Our Friends:

Special thanks to Diane Caelli, Rhupa Cornandt, and Yamaa Ford for helping with the exhibition series.

JANUARY 12TH 1989

NEW AMERICAN MAKERS

PRESENTS

IMAGES

OF ART AND

TECHNOLOGY

Thursday: 7 pm
Opera Plaza Cinema
601 Van Ness Ave
San Francisco

FOR INFORMATION CALL 695-2904
Images of Art and Technology

This program features pioneers in image processing including Atari
screening "Lilith" which uses focal plane
shifts and frame grabbing to
enthrall our gaze and "Localizations One"
utilizing an interactive device
that allows the voice to pass secondary video
images into a primary one;

Woody Vasulka presents "The Art of Memory" in
a highly complex
meditation on the violent events that have
ushered in the atomic age.

Historical images are set against the barren
and monumental
Southwestern landscape for this electronic
opera; and Stephen Beck
presents "Anna" an early experimental video
utilizing image processing
technologies. Louise Ledeen will moderate a
discussion with the
artists about their works following the
screening.
New American Makers

1.11.89

Dear Woody & Steina -

Looking forward to seeing you -

Here are two calendars

for your screening

on Thurs. evening at

7pm. Please give me a

call during the day.

Thanks, Joanne

Kelly

442 Shotwell Street · San Francisco 94110
Images of Art and Technology

This program features pioneers in image processing including, Steina screening "Lilith" which uses focal plane shifts and frame grabbing to enthrall our gaze and "Vocalizations One" utilizing an interactive device that allows the voice to pass secondary video images into a primary one; Woody Vasulka presents "The Art of Memory" in a highly complex meditation on the violent events that have ushered in the atomic age. Historical images are set against the barren and monumental Southwestern landscape for this electronic opera; and Stephen Beck presents "Animus" an early experimental video utilizing image processing technologies. Louise Ledeen will moderate a discussion with the artists about their works following the screening.

With A Little Help From Our Friends:

Special thanks to Diane Carell, Rupa Gunnarsdottir and Tamara Ford for helping with the exhibition series.